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Abstract

The goal of this research was to establish new system of grading the effi ciency of goalkeepers based on their saves 
from the different positions of scoring goals. The data from 175 games from last four handball European championships 
for men were the bases for calculating coeffi cient of signifi cance for each individual save. Special methodology based on 
calculating parameters gained from the fi nal statistics was used for calculating coeffi cient. Each game was observed by 
offi cial and trained statisticians of EHF, and six variables were observed for situational effi ciency of goalkeepers: 6m save 
(O6M), 7m save (O7M), 9m save (O9M), wing save (OKR), fastbreak save (OKN) and breakthrough save (OPR). At the 
end, the results of goalkeeper’s effi ciency were compared combining previous methods with the proposed new method. 
This model of grading should contribute a lot in tactical preparation of goalkeepers for the game, and in more precisely 
differentiate the quality of each goalkeeper, and evaluate the total effi ciency at the end of the game.
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Introduction

Handball is a game in which continuous movement with and without changing direction together with fast and 
sharp dashes, high jumps, all kinds of landings and duels in contact with opponents is characteristic for player’s activity. 
Since handball belongs to polystructural activities which are characteristic for their quick alteration of cyclic and acyclic 
movement, the analysis carried out just before, during and after the match demands a lot of time and effort. Following the 
game and conducting statistics makes it able to come to the indicator of situational effi ciency of the course of the game. 
Every handball game gives us a lot of possibilities for observation many data suitable for interpretation. The research 
of parameters of situational effi ciency in a handball game should enable forecasting and predicting the fi nal result of a 
handball game. 

Statistical observation of effi ciency and of individual players and teams was introduced in handball later then in other 
sports. Available research of different aspects of players effi ciency in handball can be divided in three groups (Vuleta 
et al., 2003). The fi rst group of research are works that were on descriptive level analyzing frequencies, and how often 
different events happen, and the quality of performing different technical-tactical elements of scoring goals (Vuleta 
and Šimenc, 1989, Šimenc et al., 1996). Second important direction of research in handball is establishing differences 
between handball teams that are grouped according to different criteria (Brčić et al., 1997). Third direction in handball 
is connected with determining infl uences of different situational parameters on the fi nal outcomes of matches (Rogulj, 
2000; Srhoj et al., 2001; Vuleta et al. 2005; Gruić et al. 2005).

The main goal of this research is to determine new grading system of goalkeepers based on their saves from different 
positions. Until now, by observing handball games, there were mostly two simple accepted grading systems. The fi rst 
system of evaluating regarded the total number of saves during the game (e.g. the goalkeeper fi nished the game with 12 
saves). The second system also regarded the number of shots, so the fi nal effi ciency was shown in the percentage (e.g. 
goalkeeper had 9/36 or 25 % of saves). At the proposed grading system each of six different saves will have different 
coeffi cient of signifi cance. As other situational parameters are not equally important for the fi nal outcomes of match, 
with goalkeepers there should also be the difference between 7m penalty save and 9m save.

Methods

Sample of entities

Sample of entities makes 175 games from four last European championships (30 games from EC in Croatia, 50 games 
from EC in Sweden, 48 games from EC in Slovenia, 47 games from EC in Switzerland). All the games represent the 
offi cial statistics of EHF, and the data was collected by qualifi ed observers on each championship. 
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The sample of variables

The sample of variables includes six standard parameters of situational effi ciency on which basis the goalkeepers 
were graded.

1. 6M SAVE - O6M

This variable includes all shots at the goal from 6m line that were made mostly by pivots, but also by the players who 
entered on the position as second pivot.

2. 7M SAVE - O7M

This variable includes saves from 7m, from penalty shot. At those shots the ball is thrown without obstruction from 
opponent players who are at the distance of at least 3m. This shot is performed by the players from different positions 
who are specialized, mostly two or three players in each team.

3. 9M SAVE - 9OM

The 9m saves are usually the easiest for the goalkeepers because the shots are made from the big distance, so the 
goalkeeper has more time to react, and the attackers have defence players in front of them who are trying to obstruct 
them more or less. The ball can be thrown from the position of the left, middle or right backcourt attackers. In this case 
synchronized action of goalkeeper and defence is very important because usually the goalkeeper covers one side and 
the players the other side of the goal.

4. WING SAVE - OKR

Shots from the wing position are made from left and right side of the fi eld, from the area closed by base, side and 
6m line. The attacker is trying to gain as bigger angle of entrance towards the goal as possible, so he would get in the 
good position for the shot, while defence player is trying to make that angle as smaller as possible, to make it easier for 
the goalkeeper to defend the goal.

5. BREAKTHROUGH SAVE - OPR

Breakthrough can be defi ned as dribbling of the defence player, with the aim of wining the space and acquiring as 
better position for shooting at the goal as possible. Passing through of players as consequence of good and fast passing 
of all players, usually when a team has one extra player, is also considered to be breakthrough. The shots are thrown 
from a close range, and penalty shot is given for most unrealized shots, because the attacker was in foul while he was 
throwing the ball.

6. FAST BREAK SAVE - OKN

Fast break is performed by one or more players, with no defender in zone that is not set, the shots are usually preformed 
by jump shot, from the distance of 4 to 5 m from the goal line. Save of these kind of shots is very diffi cult, and very often 
after a few saves for scoring goal the emotions and the motivation of the goalkeeper, but also the whole team is risen. 

Methods of data processing

For grading the effi ciency of goalkeepers in handball we use specially prepared methodology. It consisits of several 
steps:

1. In table 1 are results that show percentage of goalkeeper’s saves from a certain point of shots. The percentage is 
calculated based on saves by all goalkeepers and on shots by all players, that are noted in all games in championship. 
These data are a part of an offi cial EHF statistics, which follows every game. 
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Table 1. The final statisctics of variables of goalkeeper’s saves from different positions from previous 4 EC 

BR.UT O6M OKR O9M O7M OKN OPR

CRO 30 22% 40% 45% 24% 19% 17%

SWE 50 30% 37% 46% 26% 19% 16%

SLO 48 22% 39% 46% 22% 21% 16%

SUI 47 20% 38% 44% 23% 20% 18%

x 23,5% 38,5% 45,3% 23,8% 19,8% 16,8%

1- x 0, 765 0, 615 0, 547 0, 762 0,802 0,832

2. Determening the arithmetic mean of each individual variable (table 1, row 6). As we can see the results in individual 
variables are very close and the dispersion is not too big. The only result that stands out a bit from the arithmetic mean 
is data 30% 6m saves on EC in Sweden.

3. Introducing constant 1 so we can substract arithmetic mean of each individual variable and by reverse scaling 
gain the coeffi cient of signifi cance for each individual variable (table 1, row 7). In that way we get the highest values of 
coeffi cient at variable OPR= 0.832, while at variable O9M the coeffi cient is 0.547, which is understandable.

 Eg. 1 – 0. 235 = 0. 765

4. The total effi ciency of goalkeeper would be calculated in a way that the number of saves from each position is 
multyplied with its coeffi cient of signifi cance. Formula would be the following:

 E= nO9M*0.547 + nOKR*0.615 + nO7M*0.762 + nO6M*0.765 + nOKN*0.802 + nOPR*0.832

5. If we want to get the relative effi ciency of each individual goalkeeper then the value (E) should be divided by the 
minutes in the game shown in hours ( h= 60 min). The time (T) is shown in hours becuse one hanball game lasts for 60 
minutes, or one hour. 

 E r = E/t(h)

Results and discussion

On the example of European championship in Croatia in 2000 which took part in Zagreb and Rijeka we will use the 
proposed model, and compare it with the way situational effi ciency of goalkeepers was valued until now. The system of 
competition in this championship was that preliminary rounds were played in two groups with six teams, round robin 
system. Two best teams from each group were playing in the semi fi nal, and others were played for 5.-12. place. In table 2 we 
have fi nal statistics of 12 goalkeepers, one from each team (the one that played more minutes) after playing in groups. 

The data shown in the table 2 give us the situational parameters of each analyzed goalkeeper: UO-total number of 
saves, UU- total number of games in which he played, %- percentage of successfulness, which is gained as a ratio of 
goalkeepers saves and shot, Min. (h) - brutto time spend in the game, that is shown in minutes, or hours, Urel- the average 
number of saves in one game that we get with the equation UO/h. 

The fi rst kind of grading that has been accepted in the offi cial statistics for some time now regards the total of saves 
in one game (UO). According to down mentioned statistics fi rst place goes to the goalkeeper of Spain with 95 defences, 
second place to the goalkeeper of Russia with 47 defences, and the third place to the goalkeeper of Sweden with 45 
defences. Croatian goalkeeper is at the eighth place with 31 defences. But the fact that is very often ignored and not 
taken into account is active time in the game. If one goalkeeper is at his team’s goal during the whole game, then there 
is no need for calculating this equation. But almost always, a coach introduces the second goalkeeper, especially if it is a 
tournament or a championship in which the qualifi cation round demands a goalkeeper who is in better shape.

In table 2 you can see there is not a goalkeeper who stays on the goal for 300 minutes in fi ve games, on average four 
goalkeepers played more then three games, while the values of other goalkeepers are around 2,5, what means that both 
goalkeepers were participating in the game equally. H.G., the goalkeeper form national team of Iceland spent the most time 
in the game, 226 minutes, while Croatian goalkeeper L.V. spent the least time in the game, 147 minutes. If we calculate 
the average number of saves per game Urel, then we can see that that the situation in the order has quite changed. First 
place with 18 defences per game goes to the goalkeeper of Sweden S.T., second place goes to B.B., with 15, 94. The biggest 
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progress made the German goalkeeper H.J. who went from 7th to 4th place, with the average of 13, 67. Last two places 
go to the goalkeepers of Portugal and Ukraine, with the average number of defences per game under 8.

The second kind of grading the effi ciency of goalkeepers, which is used quite often lately, is the percentage of saves 
(%), or the ratio between the defences and shots thrown. This method gives us more information then the fi rst one, because 
it regards the relationship between defences, and the thrown shots, so time spent in the game is not so important. In this 
case, the order of goalkeepers is different. The fi rst place goes to S.T. with 45 defences of 99 thrown shots, or 45.45 %, 
the second place goes to M.B., the goalkeeper of France with 42 defences of 99 thrown shots or 42.42 % while the third 
place goes to B.B., who holds the fi rst place in the fi rst method, with 40, 69 %. Croatian goalkeeper L.V. is in the high 
5th place with 35, 63 %.

Table 2. Situational parameters of goalkeepers efficiency on EC 2000 in Croatia

GOALKEEPERS Rep. UO UU % Min. (h) Urel

B. B. ESP 59 5 40.69 222(3,7) 15,94

L. A. RUS 47 5 33.81 208(3,5) 13,42

S. T. SWE 45 4 45.45 150(2,5) 18,00

M. B. FRA 42 5 42.42 159(2,65) 15,84

H. G. ISL 41 5 29.50 226(3,76) 10,90

A. S. DEN 35 5 32.71 163(2,71) 12,91

H. J. GER 35 4 37.23 154(2,56) 13,67

L. V. CRO 31 4 35.63 147(2,45) 12,65

S. F. NOR 30 5 34.88 159(2,65) 11,32

P. R. SLO 28 5 27.72 173(2,88) 9,72

M. P. POR 26 5 22.03 213(3,55) 7,32

B. Y. UKR 20 4 25.97 155(2,58) 7,75

Table 3 gives us detailed analisys of each goalkeeper. We have the right number of saves according to every variable, 
or the position of shot. Goalkeeper B.B. has the highest number of saves from the distance of 9m (31), and from wings 
shots(16). In breakthrough save (OPR) none of the goelakeeper stand out, most of them have one or two saves. One of 
the reasons for such low number of saves is that the refreee after the goalkeepers save usually gives 7m penalty because 
of the contact between players. The most saves from fastbreak (OKN) has goalkeeper S.K., the total of seven. The 
goalkeeper who is the best at „fi guring out“ penalties is M.B. with seven saves, while goalkeepers S.T. and H.J. were the 
most effi cient from the line of 6m, with 7 saves.

When we put all those saves in the equasion that we proposed, and multiply with its coeffi cients of signifi cance raeched 
for each variable individually, we get the fi nal calcualtion in apsolute (NM) and relative (NMrel) value. In the apsolute 
sum the best goalkeeper was B.B. with the coeffi cient of 36,16, while in relative sum two goalkeepers have higher values 
then him, S.T. with 11,83 and M.B. with 10,07

Table 3. Saves of goalkeepers from different positions and coefficients of the new method (NM, NMrel)

GOALKEEPERS O7M O6M OKR OPR O9M OKN NM NMrel

B. B. 2 6 16 2 31 2 36.16 9.77

L. A. 5 3 8 1 25 5 29.52 8.43

S. T. 4 7 8 1 18 7 29.58 11.83

M. B. 7 4 4 2 23 2 26.69 10.07

H. G. 3 6 10 2 15 5 26.88 7.14

A. S. 2 2 7 1 22 1 21.01 7.75

H. J. 1 7 4 0 20 3 21.91 8.55

L. V. 4 3 9 0 12 3 19.82 8.08

S. F. 2 2 3 1 22 0 17.75 6.69

P. R. 2 4 10 1 9 2 18.08 6.27

M. P. 3 2 5 0 13 3 16.4 4.61

B. Y. 0 3 3 2 12 0 12.35 4.78
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Conclusion

Considering the former analysis of handball games and former ways of grading, the proposed model has some 
advantages. In the new model a lot of attention goes to differentiating goalkeepers saves from different positions of 
scoring goals, because the author of this work thinks that each of these saves has different diffi culty and coeffi cient of 
signifi cance. In this work the equation is given, on which basis the saves can be summed and given in absolute and relative 
value. Using this method should eliminate the dilemma at the end of the game and championship about what goalkeeper 
was more successful, or who is the best goalkeeper of the tournament. With this work different indicators of situational 
effi ciency of goalkeepers were established, we compared different methods of grading, and established a new method in 
further research to be worked at and improved, as well as the all the situational space of play of goalkeepers in handball, 
which is not made just by saves, but also by other situational parameters (steals, technical faults, assists, exclusions....). 
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